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We demonstrate pre-transition effects in space–time in trajectories of systems in which the dy-
namics displays a first-order phase transition between distinct dynamical phases. These effects
are analogous to those observed for thermodynamic first-order phase transitions, most notably the
hydrophobic effect in water. Considering the (infinite temperature) East model as an elementary
example, we study the properties of “space–time solvation” by examining trajectories where finite
space–time regions are conditioned to be inactive in an otherwise active phase. We find that solvat-
ing an inactive region of space–time within an active trajectory shows two regimes in the dynamical
equivalent of solvation free energy: an “entropic” small solute regime in which uncorrelated fluc-
tuations are sufficient to evacuate activity from the solute, and an “energetic” large solute regime
which involves the formation of a solute-induced inactive domain with an associated active–inactive
interface bearing a dynamical interfacial tension. We also show that as a result of this dynamical
interfacial tension there is a dynamical analog of the hydrophobic collapse that drives the assembly
of large hydrophobes in water. We discuss the general relevance of these results to the properties of
dynamical fluctuations in systems with slow collective relaxation such as glass formers.
Introduction. In the presence of a relevant surface [1, 2]
or solute [3–5], systems that exhibit thermodynamic first-
order phase transitions manifest pre-transition effects,
which occur in the vicinity of the phase transition. The
most notable example of a solute-induced pre-transition
effect is the hydrophobic effect in water, which is related
to its first-order liquid–vapor phase transition [3, 6, 7]
(Figs. 1A, B). To solvate a small (< 1 nm) region of space
constrained to contain no water molecules (i.e., a hard
sphere), the free energy of solvation is entropic in origin
and scales as the volume of the sphere (Fig. 1B). How-
ever, for a larger region (> 1 nm) it is thermodynamically
favorable to create a domain resembling the vapor phase
around the hard sphere, and the free energy of solva-
tion scales as the surface area of the sphere (Fig. 1B).
The interface between this induced vapor domain and
the bulk liquid resembles the liquid–vapor interface at
coexistence [4, 8]. Two such hydrophobic spheres assem-
ble to reduce the interfacial energy between the induced
vapor domains and the bulk liquid, termed hydrophobic
collapse [9]. Analogous pre-transition effects have been
shown to result in assembly of transmembrane proteins in
model lipid bilayers with first-order order–disorder phase
transitions [5].
In this paper we show that proximity to a dynami-
cal phase transition results in analogous effects in the
solvation of “space–time solutes”. Dynamical first-order
phase transitions are trajectory space counterparts of
thermodynamic first-order phase transitions with two co-
existing ensembles of trajectories exhibiting a sharp jump
in the value of an order parameter. Several such dy-
namical phase transitions have been observed in clas-
sical [14–23] as well as quantum [24–26] systems with
broad applications in the description of glassy dynam-
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FIG. 1. (A) Thermodynamic first-order phase transition be-
tween liquid and vapor phases. (B) Solvation free energy F
per unit area of a hard sphere in a liquid shows two regimes:
a small solute entropic regime, and a large solute energetic
regime which involves formation of a vapor domain around
the sphere with an associated liquid–vapor interface; adapted
from [4]. (C) Trajectory space phase diagram showing a dy-
namical first-order phase transition between active and inac-
tive phases, cf. [10]). (D) Expected dynamical hydrophobic-
like effect for “space–time solutes”.
ics, driven systems, and active matter. Here we demon-
strate pre-transition effects in trajectory space using the
East model as an example, which is a kinetically con-
strained model for glass formers and exhibits a dynami-
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FIG. 2. Solutes in trajectory space: (A) An East model trajectory at T = ∞ containing a solute (red). Sites with n = 0
(n = 1) are in white (black). The solute has spatial size S and temporal size T . For clarity, the solute begins at time t = 0.
(B) Average activity of the spin at the midpoint of the solute as a function of time from the edge of the solute (for S = 12
and various T ). Away from the solute, the average activity attains its bulk value of 1/2. For large enough solutes an inactive
domain is induced around the solute, as indicated by the dip near t− T = 0. (C) Pre-transition effects persist away from the
dynamical transition at s = 0 (here S = 12 and T = 4).
cal first-order transition between active and inactive tra-
jectories [19, 27]. We show that active trajectories con-
ditioned on containing space–time solutes, i.e., regions
of inactivity, display pre-transition phenomena that are
the dynamical analog of thermodynamic pre-transition
effects such as the hydrophobic effect. Although we illus-
trate this effect for the (infinite temperature) East model,
our findings should be generic in systems with first-order
dynamical transitions such as glass formers.
Model and active–inactive transitions. The East
model [28] displays an active–inactive phase transition
at all temperatures T due to the constrained nature of its
dynamics (see below). For further simplicity we consider
T =∞ where typical dynamics is not glassy, in contrast
to low temperatures. This will further emphasize the
generality of our results, which will be more pronounced
at lower temperatures where it is easier to create and
sustain correlations.
The East model consists of a one-dimensional lattice
of N binary variables, ni = 0, 1, with i = 1, . . . , N , and
a non-interacting energy function [29], which plays no
role at T =∞. The dynamics occurs via single spin flips
where sites are constrained by their left nearest neighbor:
site i can flip only if site i − 1 is excited, i.e., ni−1 = 1.
At T = ∞, if a spin is facilitated, it can flip up or down
with equal rate.
Under such infinite temperature conditions the equi-
librium state is a non-interacting collection of spins with
equal probability of being up or down, the concentration
of excitations c is large, and the constraints play no sig-
nificant role as most sites are facilitated. Nevertheless
the system is at the brink of a dynamical singularity.
Trajectories of this system can be classified by a dynam-
ical order parameter, for example the dynamical activity
(i.e., the total number of configurations in a trajectory).
The distribution of such a dynamical order parameter
is strongly non-Gaussian. Specifically, if one defines the
associated moment generating function (which plays the
role of a dynamical partition sum)
Z(s, tobs) =
∑
traj
P (traj)e−sKtraj , (1)
where Ktraj is the activity of a trajectory and s a “count-
ing field”, one finds that Z(s, tobs) displays a first-order
singularity at s = 0 in the limit of long trajectories and
large system sizes. This corresponds to a first-order phase
transition between two dynamical phases, an active phase
(for s < 0) where trajectories exhibit finite activity, and
an inactive phase (for s > 0) where trajectories exhibit
vanishing activity [19, 27]. The set of trajectories with
probabilities proportional to the summand of Eq. (1) is
sometimes called the s-ensemble [27].
Space–time solutes. To demonstrate pre-transition ef-
fects, we consider the ensemble of trajectories of length
tobs conditioned on having zero activity within a fixed
region of space–time designated the solute (see Fig. 2A).
The spatial and temporal sizes of the solute are denoted
by S and T respectively. We define the dynamical parti-
tion sum for such an ensemble as
Zsolute=S×T (s, tobs) =
∑
traj
P (traj)e−sKtrajδ(Atraj), (2)
where δ(Atraj) is the Dirac delta function and Atraj is
the activity in the solute region of the trajectory. As
in Eq. (1), we have exponential tilt controlled by s, so
that Zsolute=S×T (s, tobs)/Z(s, tobs) is the probability of
inserting the solute in the trajectory.
We harvest solute-containing trajectories using a path
sampling procedure outlined in Ref. [30]. Fig. 2A shows
a trajectory from this ensemble, cf. Eq. (2). As seen in
the trajectory in Fig. 2A, the solute region constrained
to have zero activity induces an inactive domain in its
vicinity. To quantify the extent of the inactive domain
3around the solute region we examine the variation of the
activity in the vicinity of the solute in the temporal di-
rection. Fig. 2B shows the average intensive activity of
the spin at the center of the solute at time t, 〈kcenter(t)〉,
as a function of distance in time from the edge of the so-
lute region for three different solute sizes. This temporal
profile of the activity around a large solute (T = 4 and
18) appears to be a sigmoid function between zero activ-
ity and the activity of the bulk active phase. This shows
that the domain in the vicinity of the solute resembles the
inactive phase. The sigmoid function indicates the pres-
ence of a sharp, but fluctuating, interface connecting two
distinct phases [31]. Fig. 2B also shows that the activity
profiles change with solute size — for the smallest solute
there is no inactive domain created in its vicinity. The
activity profile in the spatial direction is unremarkable
and does not appear to show a pre-transition domain at
the conditions considered.
In the case of thermodynamic pre-transition effects the
size of the solute-induced domain decreases as the system
moves away from the first-order phase transition because
the chemical potential difference between the two phases
exceeds O(kBT ) [3, 5]. Analogously, for the dynamical
first-order transition considered here, we find that the
size of the inactive domain around the solute decreases
away from the first-order phase transition line (s = 0),
as seen in Fig. 2C. We note that for finite-sized systems,
phase coexistence occurs at a point s > 0 [33, 34, 36].
As a result, s = 0 is in the active part of the phase
diagram and is also a convenient point at which to sample
trajectories.
We anticipate a similar, but reverse, effect on the other
side of the phase transition line, where an active solute
in a bulk inactive trajectory induces an active domain in
its vicinity.
Interfaces in space–time. The creation of an inactive
domain by the solute in an otherwise active bulk phase
leads to the formation of an associated interface sepa-
rating the induced domain and the bulk phase. Fig. 3A
compares interfaces obtained at coexistence with those
induced by the presence of a solute. Interfaces at coexis-
tence are sampled from trajectories initiated with a con-
figuration with all spins except the leftmost set to 0. This
yields an ensemble of trajectories at coexistence with a
bulk active phase and a bulk inactive phase separated by
a diagonal space–time interface as shown in Fig. 3B. The
interface can be described by the position of the front,
xfront(t), defined as the rightmost lattice site with ni = 1
at time t [32]. As shown in Fig. 3A, the resulting front is
in excellent agreement with the latter half of the solute-
induced inactive domain in Fig. 3C. This analysis shows
that the velocity of the front, ν = dxfront(t)/dt = 0.4, is
the same in both cases. This further confirms that the
domain created in the vicinity of the solute resembles the
inactive dynamical phase.
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FIG. 3. (A) Comparison of the relative position of the inter-
face at coexistence (B) and that induced by the solute (C).
The solute-induced front is translated uniformly in space and
time to coincide with the front between the bulk phases.
Dynamical free energy of solvation at small and
large length scales. We can now utilize space–time
interfaces to understand dynamical free energies of sol-
vation of solutes in active trajectories, in analogy with
the thermodynamic case, cf. Fig. 1. We define the dy-
namical free energy of solvation as the negative log-
arithm of the probability of finding trajectories with
zero activity within the solute region, − lnPS×T =
− ln [Zsolute=S×T (s, tobs)/Z(s, tobs)]. The probabilities
PS×T are calculated using the path sampling procedure
in Ref. [30]. As shown in Fig. 4, the dynamical free en-
ergy for solutes with different temporal sizes T shows two
well-defined regimes of solvation with a crossover between
them, as anticipated, cf. Fig. 1.
To derive the scaling for the small solute regime, cf.
Fig. 4B, D, we consider the average number of excita-
tions in the solute region given by cS. As a consequence
of the asymmetric kinetic constraint in this model, every
excitation facilitates its right neighbor. Therefore, if the
solute has cS excitations there are cS facilitated spins
(i.e., spins that are unconstrained to flip) in the solute
region, and at T = ∞ this is also the total rate of flip-
ping spins within the solute region. If twait is the waiting
time between flips, Prob(twait > T ) = exp(−cST ) is the
probability of observing a solute of time extent T , given
that twait is exponentially distributed with escape rate
cS. This results in a dynamical free energy for small
solutes equal to − lnPS×T = cST which scales as the
area of the solute. This scaling is plotted in Fig. 4A and
matches the numerically computed free energies for two
different values of S, showing that stochastic, uncorre-
lated fluctuations are sufficient to evacuate activity from
within a small solute.
For the large solute regime we find that the dynamical
free energy scales as the average length of the interface
between the solute-induced inactive domain and the ac-
tive bulk. The dynamical free energy of solvation can
therefore be estimated given the length of the induced
interface, and the proportionality constant can be inter-
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FIG. 4. (A) Dynamical free energy of solvation, − lnPS×T as function of solute time size T , for two spatial sizes S = 12 and 6.
The free energy shows two regimes of “solvation” for which the predicted scalings are plotted as lines. (The free energy values
for solutes with T = 10 and 20 are highlighted, cf. Fig. 5.) (B) For a smaller solute, there is no inactive domain created in the
vicinity of the solute (T = 1). (C) A pre-transition layer is observed for a large solute (T = 12). (D) Zoom in of the solute in
(B). (E) Schematic for a large solute (red) and its surrounding inactive domain which is approximated as an inverted triangle
with base T0 and height S0.
preted as a dynamical interfacial tension [20, 33–36]. The
interfaces created in trajectories of the East model are
triangular because of the asymmetry of the kinetic con-
straint, and we can estimate the length of the interface
given a solute size from the sketch in Fig. 4E. The diago-
nal length L is approximately L =
√
S20 + (T0/2)2, where
S0 = S+δS, and δS ≈ νT /2 with ν being the interfacial
velocity. This interfacial velocity is the front velocity that
can be calculated between the two bulk phases at coexis-
tence in Fig. 3A. The time T0 can be approximated to be
T0/2 ≈ S0/ν. The total interfacial length is then given
by 2L = 2
√
1 + 1/ν2 (S + νT /2). If, as we expect, the
dynamical free energy of solvation for large space–time
solutes is dominated by the interfacial free energy, then
− lnPS×T = 2Lγdyn, where γdyn is the “dynamical” in-
terfacial tension. This leads to a prediction for the free
energy − lnPS×T = γdyn(2
√
1 + 1/ν2)(S + νT /2) which
is linear in T , as confirmed in Fig. 4A. This linear depen-
dence yields a value of γdyn = 0.117 from the slope of the
large length scale regime for S = 12 in Fig. 4A. Using
the same value of γdyn, we predict the large length scale
solvation free energy for a different solute size S = 6,
again confirmed in Fig. 4A.
The dynamical interfacial tension calculated here
is anisotropic and can be decomposed into a spatial
component γdyn
√
1 + 1/ν2 and a temporal component
γdynν(
√
1 + 1/ν2)/2. The latter is comparable to the in-
terfacial tension proposed in Ref. [33] and calculated in
Ref. [34].
Dynamical “solute assembly”. We now consider the
dynamical free energy of ‘assembly’ between between two
space–time solutes. If P2×S×T (∆t) is the probability of
observing two space–time solutes of size S × T , located
at the same position in space, but separated in time by
∆t, then the dynamical free energy for their solvation
is − lnP2×S×T (∆t). We can write this free energy as a
shift from that of two independent (i.e., distant) solutes,
− lnP2×S×T (∆t) = −2 lnPS×T +γdyn`(∆t), where `(∆t)
represents the difference between the active–inactive in-
terfacial lengths in the two cases. From this we expect
that the most probable state is one where the solutes are
together as ` will be the smallest at ∆t = 0. Figure 5
shows the dynamical free energy between the solutes as
a function of their time separation ∆t and confirms our
prediction: trajectories with solutes “assembled” indeed
have a higher probability compared to trajectories with
the solutes further apart. In fact, the free energy differ-
ence between the assembled (∆t = 0) and disassembled
(∆t T ) states tends to −2 lnPS×T + lnPS×2T , as ex-
pected.
Conclusion. We have demonstrated dynamical pre-
transition phenomena that are the trajectory space
equivalent of hydrophobicity in liquid water and of sim-
ilar physics in systems close to a first-order thermody-
namic transition. We illustrated our results with the East
model at infinite temperature, but we expect similar be-
havior in systems with slow, collective relaxation. These
include other kinetically constrained models [10, 37, 38]
and atomistic liquids in their supercooled regime [45],
as well as a wider range of classical and open quantum
problems displaying intermittent dynamics that have dy-
namical first-order transitions. These include exclusion
processes and driven diffusive systems [11–13, 23, 39],
protein dynamics [40, 41], quantum systems [25, 42],
as well as active matter [43]. Beyond the interesting
conceptual analogies between dynamic and thermody-
namic hydrophobic-like physics, the results presented
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FIG. 5. Potential of mean force − lnP2×S×T (∆t) between
two large solutes as a function of temporal distance ∆t for
three different total trajectory lengths. Here, two solutes
with S = 12 and T = 10 effectively form a larger solute
with T = 20 when they are together. Representative trajec-
tory are shown when the solutes are close together (A), at
an intermediate distance (B), and further apart (C). It can
be seen that the two interfaces merge giving rise to a sin-
gle interface. The effective free energy difference between the
assembled and unassembled states agrees with the theoreti-
cal predictions shown as the gray line, as the total trajectory
length increases. The values of − lnP12×10 and − lnP12×20
are taken from Fig. 4A.
.
here should have clear observable consequences. For ex-
ample, the space–time solute “assembly”, cf. Fig. 5, has
implications for the relative frequency of occurrence of
dynamically inactive regions in systems with heteroge-
neous dynamics, such as supercooled liquids. Specifically,
for a large enough size of inactive region in space–time
in a supercooled liquid, it is more probable to observe
two such regions in close succession rather than sepa-
rated in space–time. The relative probability of these two
types of trajectories can be used to determine a dynam-
ical interfacial tension. Such predictions could be tested
in experiments [44] and in atomistic simulations [45] of
supercooled liquids giving further validation to the slow
heterogeneous dynamics due to proximity to a dynamical
phase transition [46].
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